ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The concept of having smaller towns around the actual city that resemble a satellite around the planet emerged from his theory and ever since the term has been widely used. A satellite town can be referred to as a limited sized settlement planned to ease demand of expansion on an existing city or a settlement.
T he concept of Satellite town originated from the
Garden City theory by a British social activist Ebenezer Howard in early 20th century. He believed that the over spilling population and the employment could be resettled to a nearby actual city relieving the inner city from a constant growing pressure.
A satellite town is mostly self-contained in services.
However it is dependent on the host-city/parent city for major services. It is distinct from production-satellite settlements established in many parts of the world to house large industrial complexes or the commercial activity centers, and the consumer-satellite settlements which provide basic residential facilities with very limited facilities. There are many precedents of satellite towns in the world. In Germany, the satellite town of Detmerode 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Pakistan
The Precedents of the Urban Development in Karachi
The first known scheme of the urban development was prepared by Miram in 1922 [1] and realized effectively. it was declared that 119,000 homeless families were living in the city centre. Out of these only 19,000 were locals, the rest being refugees from India. 55% of these lived in shacks and 43% in semi-permanent structures with least accessible hygienic and environmental conditions. Only a handful of families lived in appropriate houses and were privileged with the basic provisions of life [5] .
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Based on that data base, plan estimated that in coming 15-20 years Karachi would require 500,000 housing units and it undertook to actually build 300,000 of these for the poor in form of low rise high density mass housing.
Initially, 45,000 one-room nuclear houses were planned, complete with all services such as connections for water, electricity and sewerage. Till 1964 only 10,000 units were built and allotted on very subsidized installment to the designated families. The industrial estates were planned as integral part of the satellite town plans and industrialists/ investors were offered incentives to invest [6] there [7] . The main idea was to mark these towns the selfsufficient settlements. It was considered that the inhabitants of the new townships would be provided jobs in the proposed industrial estates and as a result Korangi and New Karachi would become independent satellite towns.
FIG. 1. PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GREATER KARACHI RESETTLEMENT HOUSING PLAN 1956-1958 [1]

FIG. 2. GREATER KARACHI RESETTLEMENT HOUSING PROGRAM, MAP PUBLISHED IN BROCHURE, 1962
The government further undertook to subsidize 30% of this development. The rest was to be recovered from the users in easy installments. However, the whole planning did not turn to what it was assumed to be. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Understanding Planning of Korangi
The satellite town of Korangi was planned as a place were provided with reinforced concrete screens which imitated traditional wooden windows screens which were effort to achieve a balance in design with the local climatic condition [8] . In this age of energy shortages Doxiadis foresighted mind designed buildings as climate friendly to work well in Karachi's intense heat. He also sought to learn from old South Asian homes, many of which were surrounded by verandas, or covered porches, and were installed with screens that kept the brutal sun and monsoon rains away from the walls as Fig. 3(b) . He opposed importing Western construction practices being too expensive; he proposed to build houses with sundried bricks, which the local women in rural villages could earn a living by making [9] .
The inclusive and the modernist approaches followed in 
FIG. 3(a). TOP AND BOTTOM) IMAGES OF LOW RISE HIGH DENSITY MASS HOUSING FIG. 3(b). CLOSER VIEW OF THE SCREENS INSTALLED IN THE WALLS [6] FIG. 4(b). VIEW OF THE INTERNAL SPACES OF THE HOUSE CENTRALIZED AROUND A COURTYARD [6] FIG. 4(a). SKETCH PLAN OF A LOW RISE HOUSE
center surrounded by small neighborhoods, having requisite social facilities easily approachable and within walking distances of one another [10] .
The plan of the gossip square displayed in Fig. 5(a) ,
shows a leisure circulation of pedestrians that was further articulated by culture-specific components. Fig.   5(b) , the public cum community squares were designed that were based upon the concept of culture-specific architectural components and the urban spaces.
Doxiadis and his team called them as the gossip squares; they were combined as a rational and modernist approach with an attention towards domestic features of interest. Interestingly mosques were planned near to the public squares being part of the group activity of people.
In addition to the presence of gossip squares, the most attention-grabbing aspect was the contemporary yet traditional design of the marketplaces. Doxiadis reconceptualized the marketplaces as oriental souks and covered bazaars as shown in Fig. 6(a-b) . That not only expressed Doxiadis's sensitivity towards the contemporary modernist approach but his vision for the contextual planning.
FIG. 5(a). PLAN OF THE GOSSIPS SQUARES FIG. 5(b). VIEW OF GOSSIPS SQUARES -CULTURE SPECIFIC ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS AND URBAN
SPACES [6] 
FIG. 6(a). TOP AND BOTTOM) REALIZATION OF THE RE -CONCEPTUALIZED MARKETS IN FORM OF SOUKS FIG. 6(b). SKETCH OF THE COVERED MARKETPLACE [6]
Dwellers were not only facilitated by this service but they took pleasure in the idea of shopping and relaxing under covered shade. In his planning provision of communitysquares, hammams and mosques, covered markets with roofs reminiscent of the traditional souks and schools etc. were all inspired by the culture oriented attributes.
These markets were supposed to subsidize the construction and maintenance costs so that they could be occupied by the low income class residing in the area.
Though the shops remained unoccupied till today but new informal markets established via encroaching the area proposed for the other activities in the initial plan. Most of the main arteries were occupied for the commercial purpose. 
Shelving of the Doxiadis Plan
Government soon realized from problems in the Korangi that the matter of wiping city center cleans from the poor was more than a social problem and involved finances. Soon after the initiation of the project, the plan failed to achieve its targets and was shelved, [6] 4.3 Repercussion of the Plan
FIG. 7. IMAGE OF THE MODEL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN KORANGI
Development of Informal Settlements
The concern of squatter settlements appeared as the result 
Transportation Expenses
Transportation became another immense concern that arose due to the non-availability of proper road network 
Vandalism to the City's Urban Fabric
New cooperative housing societies and the satellite towns 
Current Status of the Korangi Town
At the moment the satellite town of Korangi is one of the 18 municipal towns of Karachi with further subdivision of 9 union councils. Due to the prime location near seashore, the area now is surrounded by high end golf courses, port and a naval base that subject it towards high pressure of gentrification (Fig. 8) .
The current status of the town is in contrast of how it was planned and totally contradictory to the vision of 
FIG. 8. CURRENT MAP OF SATELLITE TOWN OF KORANGI TOWN WITH ITS 9 UNION COUNCILS [14]
In Doxiadis plan not only the houses were designed as climate friendly but also the schools were specially designed to catch maximum air via wind catchers.
Unfortunately they are also no longer surviving as shown in Fig. 9(a-b) . The concept of centralized market place is not functioning rather people turned markets into their homes. Ground floors of the homes are transformed into shops. The low rise dense district is transformed into a multi storied high densified neighborhood. Secondary streets are encroached.
Though, the main roads are wide and less encroached providing less traffic congestion as compared to the inner city center.
Sense of zoning is erased; mosques and the dispensaries are built in a location nobody had planned. Schools, dispensaries and markets were constructed as part of the schemes. These, especially the markets, were supposed to subsidize the maintenance of the township. Fig. 10(ab) , communal spaces such as parks and sports areas are abandoned and not maintained at all. However the centralized children parks to some extent are still existing and very well used by the inhabitants.
General cleanliness is also an issue as evident from Fig.   11(a-b) . Main roads and the streets are filled with garbage disposals which lead to the environmental degradation.
Area is managed under a municipal bureau that is responsible for this issue.
Industrial Area of Korangi nevertheless, got operational in 1970s, a decade after its establishment and now has
FIG. 9(a). GENERAL VIEW OF A NARROW STREET FIG. 9(b). WIDER ROAD DEPICTING DIFFERENT BUILDING HEIGHTS [14] FIG. 10(a). GENERAL VIEW OF A SCHOOL BUILDING FIG. 10(b). A VIEW OF CHILDREN PARK [14]
become one of the largest industrial estates of Pakistan.
stretched over approximately 8500 acres, has multiple industries such as textiles, jute, wool, leather, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, sanitary, chemicals, engineering, rubber products, paint, oil refineries, food, automobiles industries and many more [15] .
Providing employment to more than hundred thousands of workers is one of the major attractions for the rural urban migration. For the sake of work, people migrate from rural areas to Karachi and end up in Korangi. The recent urban development in the area in form of high rise structures is the result of high demand for housing, which keeps increasing due to these migrations and the changing demographics.
FIG. 11(a). GENERAL VIEW OF A NARROW STREET FIG. 11(b). VIEW OF WIDER ROAD SHOWING GENERAL CONDITION OF CLEANLINESS [14]
CONCLUSION
Korangi; a new satellite town that was meant to be a 
